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Abstract— An expansive class of current circulated record 

frameworks regard metadata benefits as a free framework 

segment, independently from information servers. The 

accessibility of the metadata benefit is vital to the 

accessibility of the general framework. Given the high rates 

of disappointments saw in vast scale server farms, circulated 

document frameworks typically join high-accessibility (HA) 

highlights. A run of the mill approach in the advancement of 

conveyed record frameworks is to outline and create metadata 

administrations from the beginning, at huge cost as far as 

intricacy and time, frequently prompting utilitarian 

weaknesses. Our inspiration in this paper was to enhance this 

condition of things by characterizing a broadly useful 

engineering for HA metadata administrations (which we call 

RMS) that can be effortlessly joined and reused in new or 

existing document frameworks, diminishing advancement 

time. Taking two noticeable appropriated record frameworks 

as contextual analyses, PVFS and HDFS, we created RMS 

variations that enhance utilitarian deficiencies of the first HA 

arrangements, while being anything but difficult to assemble 

and test. Our broad assessment of the RMS variation of HDFS 

demonstrates that it doesn't cause a general execution or 

accessibility punishment contrasted with the first usage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Present day vast scale disseminated and parallel record 

frameworks, for example, PVFS, HDFS, GoogleFS, pNFS, 

and Ceph [6] regard metadata benefits as an autonomous 

framework segment, independently from information servers 

(Figure 1). Two purposes for this partition are plan 

straightforwardness and the capacity to scale the two sections 

of the framework freely. The accessibility of the metadata 

benefit is critical to the accessibility of the general 

framework: If customers can't contact the metadata benefit, 

they just have restricted (e.g., over the length of a rent) or no 

entrance to the whole informational index. To guarantee high 

accessibility of the metadata benefit, frameworks must have 

the capacity to deal with disappointment. In huge scale 

frameworks, disappointments have a tendency to be the 

standard instead of the special case and can be caused by 

either arranged or spontaneous occasions including 

equipment disappointments, programming bugs, reboots, 

programming updates and upkeep.  

The high rate of disappointments in conjunction 

with the consistent changes in present day server farms 

normally call for replication as a standard strategy to actualize 

profoundly accessible metadata administrations. Noticeable 

conveyed document frameworks, for example, the Parallel 

Virtual File System1 (PVFS) and the Hadoop File System 

(HDFS), officially offer profoundly accessible (HA) 

metadata administrations. PVFS utilizes stateless replication 

with numerous metadata servers over a common system 

available capacity benefit, for example, NFS, for putting 

away record framework metadata. In this work, we explore 

the issue of secure manyto-numerous correspondences in 

extensive scale organize record frameworks (NFSs) that help 

parallel access to various capacity gadgets. That is, we 

consider a correspondence demonstrate where there are an 

expansive number of customers (conceivably hundreds or 

thousands) getting to different remote and circulated 

stockpiling gadgets (which additionally may scale up to 

hundreds or thousands) in parallel. Especially, we concentrate 

on the most proficient method to trade key materials and build 

up parallel secure sessions between the customers and the 

capacity gadgets in the parallel Network File System (pNFS) 

the present Internet standard—in a productive and adaptable 

way.  

The developmentof pNFS is driven by Panasas, 

Netapp, Sun, EMC, IBM, and UMich/CITI, and in this 

manner it shares numerous normal highlights and is good 

with many existing business/exclusive system document 

frameworks. A disadvantage of such an answer is the single 

purpose of disappointment postured by the common 

stockpiling server. HDFS adaptation 2.x stays away from this 

issue by utilizing stateful replication over quorumbased 

repeated capacity. Notwithstanding, HDFS utilizes a 

checkpoint and move forward arrangement that restrains the 

extent of metadata state to fit inside the fundamental memory 

of metadata servers. Our underlying inspiration was to 

enhance the deficiencies of the two frameworks while 

keeping up similarity with existing applications, attributable 

to substantial groups of clients as of now utilizing these 

frameworks. Our point was to accomplish that through a 

universally useful metadata benefit, offering stateful 

metadata replication, intended to be effortlessly retrofitted to 

both PVFS and HDFS. The design (named RMS, for repeated 

metadata administrations) proposed in this paper offers a 

generalpurpose arrangement that can be effortlessly altered to 

the requirements of an assortment of conveyed and parallel 

record frameworks.  

A. Our Commitments in This Paper Are  

 A universally useful design and strategy for building HA 

metadata administrations for disseminated record 

frameworks.  

 Design and execution of two models by broadening the 

generally utilized PVFS and HDFS frameworks.  

 A broad assessment on microbenchmarks and 

application-level benchmarks regarding execution and 

accessibility.  

II. EXISTING METHODOLOGY  

The present plan of NFS/pNFS concentrates on 

interoperability, rather than productivity and versatility, of 

different systems to give fundamental security. Besides, key 

foundation between a customer and numerous capacity 

gadgets in pNFS depend on those for NFS, that is, they are 

not composed particularly for parallel interchanges. 

Henceforth, the metadata server isn't in charge of preparing 
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access solicitations to capacity gadgets (by allowing 

substantial formats to confirmed and approved customers), 

yet in addition required to create all the relating session keys 

that the customer needs to discuss safely with the capacity 

gadgets to which it has been conceded get to. Therefore, the 

metadata server may turn into an execution bottleneck for the 

document framework. Additionally, such convention 

configuration prompts key escrow. Consequently, on a basic 

level, the server can take in all data transmitted between a 

customer and a capacity gadget. This, thusly, makes the 

server an alluring focus for assailants. Another disadvantage 

of the present approach is that past session keys can be 

uncovered if a capacity gadget's longterm key imparted to the 

metadata server is traded off. We trust this is a sensible risk 

since an extensive scale record framework may have a large 

number of geologically appropriated capacity gadgets. It may 

not be achievable to give solid physical security and system 

assurance for all the capacity gadgets. 

III. OUR DESIGN 

 
Fig. 1: Distributed File System Architecture Separating Data 

from Metadata Servers 

The objective of the universally useful design 

depicted in this paper is to decouple the meaning of conveyed 

document framework metadata from its usage, including 

replication, in frameworks where metadata is actualized as a 

different administration. The key introduce in the design is 

that document framework metadata are normally 

communicated as an arrangement of substances and 

connections and in this manner can be put away and oversaw 

by a database. While a standard social database could be 

utilized, encounter proposes that a lower-unpredictability 

arrangement, for example, a value-based key-esteem 

information store, gives adequate help to the kind of 

operations getting to document framework metadata, while it 

can display better adaptability in an appropriated setting. The 

upper piece of portrays a general information show for 

document framework metadata that can be modified to 

singular framework needs as we exhibit in this paper. The 

lower some portion of Figure 2 portrays an information store 

trading a key-esteem based information model and API, to 

which the record framework metadata definitions outline. By 

decoupling the outflow of metadata connections from their 

execution by the basic store, we can use off-the-rack 

replication based answers for give very accessible metadata 

benefits in existing or new circulated document frameworks.  

The key advantage of the engineering is 

diminishment in the multifaceted nature of prototyping a full 

arrangement, contrasted with approaches actualized from the 

beginning. The plan standards delineated are genuinely broad 

and take into consideration an assortment of outline 

decisions. Towards an execution of this design we needed to 

settle on solid choices that in the end drove us to three stacked 

programming layers. The design can be mapped to various 

practically symmetric metadata-serving hubs. The best layer 

is in charge of system accessibility of the general metadata 

benefit, which is available to customers by means of a solitary 

IP address. This layer is ordinarily executed by powerfully 

mapping that client visible IP deliver to the private IP address 

of one of the hubs that is assigned ace, while the rest are 

assigned supporters. While an ace devotee hub structure isn't 

entirely an essential in our design, this decision mirrors a 

prerequisite of the execution of the reproduced database 

layer. 

 
Fig. 2: Mapping Metadata to an Underlying Data Store 

At the halfway layer is the metadata benefit adjusted to 

delineate framework state to a database key value mapping. 

This is where a practitioner needs to mediate keeping in mind 

the end goal to adjust a current circulated document 

framework into utilizing our approach. The metadata server 

refreshes its in-memory state (box named "FS state") utilizing 

a compose through approach, wrapping all metadata 

adjustments of a filesystem operation into a database 

exchange to guarantee atomicity and strength of metadata 

refreshes. 
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Fig. 3: Replicated Metadata Service (RMS) 

The base layer is a repeated database executing reliable 

replication of unthinkable information sent out through a 

bland key-esteem API.  

A. Replicated Database Layer 

In this segment we concentrate on the imitated database layer, 

the stateful layer in our plan where design and tuning 

conceivable outcomes may prompt different 

execution/sturdiness tradeoffs. Existing database motors that 

offer a key-esteem interface with help for information 

replication, for example, Oracle Berkeley DB (BDB) and 

LevelDB, can be utilized to understand this layer. As 

metadata dividing crosswise over servers isn't one of our 

primary destinations in this paper, we don't consider versatile 

key-esteem information stores as options.  

IV. NETWORK AVAILABILITY 

Our network availability layer requires a mechanism to be 

able to assign and relocate an IP address to the current master. 

For this purpose we use Pacemaker which allows to manage 

the floating IP address as a cluster resource. We have disabled 

elections at the Pacemaker level to avoid any conflict with 

BDB’s independent election process. 

A. Objectives 

1) Our research questions in this experimental study are: 

 What impact does the RMS architecture have on 

microbenchmark and application performance vs. the 

original implementation of HDFS? 

 What impact does the RMS architecture have on 

recovery time vs. original implementations? 

To answer the first question, we perform metadata 

intensive micro benchmarks using the standard NNBench 

micro benchmark over HDFS.  

2) Microbenchmarks 

We use NNBench, a standard MapReduce benchmark in the 

Hadoop distribution that stresses the HDFS NameNode by 

performing sequences of create, open, rename, and finally, 

delete operations over a set of files.  

3) Application-Level Benchmarks 

To investigate end-to-end application performance we use the 

Yahoo! Cloud Servicing Benchmark (YCSB) on top of the 

Hbase non-relational distributed datastore, an open source 

derivative of Google’s BigTable [28]. HBase is widely used 

today for processing large amounts of data by companies such 

as Facebook [29], [30].  

4) Failure Recovery 

For brevity and without loss of generality, in these 

experiments we focus on HDFS-HA and HDFS-RMS due to 

their more advanced high-availability architecture compared 

to PVFS. We evaluate recovery of HDFS-HA with 3 

JournalNodes and HDFS-RMS with 3 NameNodes from a 

single replica crash. To enable automatic failover of the 

network path between clients and HDFS, HDFS-HA relies on 

ZooKeeper while HDFS-RMS uses Pacemaker to manage a 

virtual IP address through which the clients and DataNode 

access the master metadata server replica. 

a) HDFS-HA recovery proceeds as follows:  

1) ZooKeeper detects crash of active NameNode 

2) Election of standby as new active NameNode 

3) Replay last journal edits made by old NameNode 

4) Promote standby to active NameNode state 

b) HDFS-RMS recovery consists of 

1) BDB detects crash of master replica, elects new master 

2) Virtual IP re-assigned to new master by Pacemaker 

3) Network path between DataNode/client and new master 

metadata server re-established 

V. RELATED WORK 

General fault-tolerance methods typically rely on replication 

to protect against failures. The main replication mechanisms 

for high-availability in distributed systems include state 

machine, processpairs, and quorum systems. A class of 

distributed storage systems use the replicated state machine 

approach to replicate data, metadata, as well as for 

configuration management. Mapping metadata to a database 

layer has been explored in previous research on strengthening 

file system semantics and on rich-metadata management 

systems.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this Article we proposed a general-purpose architecture of 

replicated metadata services in distributed file systems, 

named RMS. Our evaluation shows that an RMS variant of 

HDFS performs comparably to native implementations when 

contrasted in microbenchmarks. However, this has to come at 

the expense of durability: Write transactions with 

synchronous commits to disk are more expensive in HDFS-

RMS (SYNC mode) vs. HDFS-HA with similar behavior, 

pointing to the efficiencies possible in special-purpose 

software (HDFS-HA) compared to general-purpose designs 

(HDFS-RMS); one can improve HDFS-RMS performance to 

the levels of HDFS-HA by offering somewhat weaker 

durability semantics using the NOSYNC mode, which we 

consider as an acceptable tradeoff in replicated setups.  
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Our experience with tuning our HDFS-RMS prototype 

implementation provides important lessons for RMS 

implementers: Avoid a schema that results into spreading of 

metadata onto a large number of small tables, and use 

underlying database implementations that allow for sufficient 

concurrency. Overall we have shown that use of RMS is 

straightforward and yields robust, performant distributed file 

systems that are easy to build and reason about. Based on our 

results, we advocate that future distributed file systems 

should use RMS rather than build a new metadata service 

solution from the ground up. 
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